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We introduce indexed streams, a formal operational model and intermediate representation that describes

the fused execution of a contraction language that encompasses both sparse tensor algebra and relational

algebra. We prove that the indexed stream model is correct with respect to a functional semantics. We also

develop a compiler for contraction expressions that uses indexed streams as an intermediate representation.

The compiler is only 540 lines of code, but we show that its performance can match both the TACO compiler

for sparse tensor algebra and the SQLite and DuckDB query processing libraries for relational algebra.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Languages for computing on irregular, high-dimensional data, such as sparse tensor algebra and
relational algebra, are commonly used in many fields. For example, sparse linear and tensor algebra
are used in scientific simulations and neural networks, relational algebra is used in data retrieval
and processing, and both are used together in data analytics.
Performance is critical in these domains, as users often perform heavy computation on large

data sets. Fast execution of tensor and relational operations requires both efficient iteration over
irregular data structures and operator fusion. Operator fusion enables higher performance by
reducing memory usage, avoiding unnecessary work, and moving computation closer to the data
to make better use of the memory hierarchy.
Taking advantage of opportunities for fused execution across operations requires extensive

manual effort or else a specialized compiler. In recent years, researchers and engineers have
developed a number of compilers supporting fusion for sparse tensor algebra [Bik et al. 2022;
Kjolstad et al. 2017], relational algebra [Kemper and Neumann 2011; Menon et al. 2017], and both
together [Aberger et al. 2018; Schleich et al. 2019]. Moreover, these works have shown that operator
fusion enables asymptotic speedups in both tensor algebra and relational algebra [Abo Khamis
et al. 2016; Ngo et al. 2018].
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However, prior compilers that generate fused code are complex and difficult to reason about.
Their complexity makes it hard to ensure their correctness, posing problems for engineers and
decision makers who rely on the results of scientific simulations and data analysis. If software
can be designed using simple foundations and a small trusted computing base, then it carries a
reduced surface area for software defects. Green et al. [2007] give an elegant mathematical model
that can express problems involving tensors, relations, and more in a unified way. However, as a
mathematical model, it does not directly provide the means for efficient computation.

Our primary contribution is a formal intermediate representation, called indexed streams, for the
fused execution of sparse computations, including tensor and relational algebra. Indexed streams
are an abstract data type that represents a stream of values labeled by ordered indices. They can be
composed using the same algebraic operators as Green et al., but they have a precise computational
interpretation. Given this interpretation, indexed streams can express three key optimizations that
yield code with optimal asymptotic complexity [Ahrens et al. 2022; Ngo et al. 2018]:

(1) Fusion: Index stream operations are fused by default. By fusing computation, index streams
can avoid unnecessary computation and memory allocation.

(2) Hierarchical Iteration Order: Indexed streams support hierarchical iteration and arbi-
trary iteration orders. By choosing the right iteration order, an indexed stream skips more
unnecessary work in outer loops.

(3) Sparse Data Structures: Indexed streams can directly represent compressed data structures,
which enable algorithms that iterate over only nonzero values.

We also define a language of contraction expressions that can express the core operations of
relational algebra and tensor algebra.We show that indexed streams define amodel for this language,
and we prove that this new model is correct with respect to the semantics of Green et al. Our proof
has been mechanized in the Lean theorem prover [Moura et al. 2015; Moura and Ullrich 2021].
Additionally, we show that indexed stream semantics captures known compilation strategies

by using it to derive an extensible compiler for the contraction language in only 540 lines of code.
Evaluated against the sparse tensor algebra compiler TACO, it supports the same data structures
and its performance is competitive. It can also match the query evaluation performance of the
SQLite [Hipp 2020] and DuckDB [Raasveldt and Mühleisen 2019] database systems. Our compiler
allows full data structure customization and produces fused code with no additional burden on the
user. Our technical contributions are

• the formally specified indexed stream intermediate representation (Section 5),
• a mechanized correctness proof that indexed stream composition operators are correct with
respect to the denotational semantics of contraction expressions (Section 6), and

• a compiler for contraction expressions whose performance matches specialized systems for
sparse tensor and relational algebra (Section 7).

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

We highlight three performance concerns that significantly affect the design of contraction expres-
sion algorithms: operator fusion, hierarchical iteration, and data structure choice. Indexed streams
are an abstract data type designed to address these issues in a compositional way.

2.1 Operator Fusion

When calculating an arithmetic expression involving several arrays or relations, fusing operators
can have a large effect on performance. For instance, a typical language may evaluate an element-
wise product of three vectors, G ·~ · I, by evaluating E ≔ G ·~ before evaluating E · I. This approach
requires additional memory and may take up to twice as many steps.
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A fused execution of G ·~ · I iterates across the coordinate set and compute the scalar expression
G8 · ~8 · I8 for each triple of non-zero values. This avoids allocation and unnecessary traversals.
Fusion can also achieve asymptotic speedup if I is sparse, as prematurely calculating G · ~ is
wasteful [Ahrens et al. 2022].

2.2 Hierarchical Iteration Ordering

Data sets are often multi-dimensional, and we refer to a dimension over which a data set varies as
an attribute. Many algorithms rely on hierarchical storage formats that allow more efficient access
to specific attribute values.

For instance, when multiplying together several sparse factors, since 0 · G = 0, it is permissible to
skip over any attribute value that is associated with a zero value in any one of the input factors.
Skipping over an index at a higher level saves the work of operating on an entire slice of the
computation in the inner loops. Storing data hierarchically requires an ordering of the attributes,
and this choice can have significant consequences for performance.

Example 2.1. Suppose we wish to filter the relation ) : - × . → {0, 1} by two predicates
?- : - → {0, 1} and ?. : . → {0, 1}. A naïve algorithm might iterate across the entirety of ) ,
testing each predicate on each tuple in ) . Instead, a hierarchical representation of ) would store
the set of - attribute values that occur in ) , and, for each one, the set of . values associated with
it. For a given G ∈ - , this would allow filtering out all the values (G,~) ∈ ) such that ?- (G) = 0 in
one step. If the predicate ?. is more selective (true for a smaller set of values) then performance
would improve under the other attribute order which iterates across . first.

2.3 Data Structure Abstraction

Users of high-performance computing systems require precise control over data structures. Sparse
arrays are conventionally stored in compressed data structures that leave out zero values. These
must be used when the total indexing set would be too large to represent otherwise. However, when
dense representations are applicable, they offer faster access. Supporting arbitrary data structures
in the presence of fusion and hierarchy presents an especially challenging composition problem.

Example 2.2. Suppose ) : - × . → {0, 1} is a relation to be represented. If - is a set of numeric
tuple identifiers, it might be wise to store the first level as a dense array of pointers into the lists of
. values. If - is the set of strings, the set of values G ∈ - will more likely be stored using a sparse
data format. A set of strings might be stored as a sorted array, a B-tree, a trie, a radix tree, or a
dense dictionary-encoded set. The popular adaptive radix tree [Leis et al. 2013] combines several of
these representations within one data structure. A common link between these data structures is
that they implement an ordered traversal interface and efficient lookup.

3 OVERVIEW

The main contribution of our paper is the indexed stream, a formally specified intermediate rep-
resentation for contraction expressions. We present a set of composable operations on indexed
streams that can express any contraction expression as well as the optimizations we describe in
Section 2 (fusion, hierarchical iteration, and sparse/dense data structures).

To demonstrate the advantages of indexed streams, we built the Etch compiler for the contraction
expression language that we describe in Section 4. The indexed stream representation simplifies
compilation compared to previous work on compiling sparse tensor algebra, which is a special case
of contraction expressions. Our compiler is implemented in just 540 lines of Lean code, which is
two orders of magnitude less code than the TACO compiler for sparse tensor algebra [Kjolstad et al.
2017] while being more general.
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-- Variables x, y, z are sparse vectors.

-- They are represented by arrays

-- (_idx, _val) of length _len

-- passed as input.

-- (see right-hand listing)

def out : Var K := "out"

def x : i →B K := sparse "x"

def y : i →B K := sparse "y"

def z : i →B K := sparse "z"

example := compile out (
∑

i: x * y * z)

K out = 0;

while (x_i < x_len && y_i < y_len && z_i < z_len) {

bool ready = x_idx[x_i] == y_idx[y_i] &&

x_idx[x_i] == z_idx[z_i];

if (ready)

out += x_val[x_i] * y_val[y_i] * z_val[z_i];

i index = max(x_idx[x_i], y_idx[y_i], z_idx[z_i]);

skip(&x_i, x_idx, index, ready);

skip(&y_i, y_idx, index, ready);

skip(&z_i, z_idx, index, ready);

}

Fig. 2. The Lean code on the le� defines a multiway (fused) dot product of sparse vectors and invokes our

compiler. The C code on the right is the output of the compiler, modified for readability.

Contraction

Language

Indexed

Streams

Stream Library

– Data structures
– User-defined functions
– Multiplication
– Contraction
– Broadcasting

Imperative

Code

Fig. 1. An overview of the Etch compiler.

We show an overview of the Etch compiler (Section 7)
in Figure 1. The compiler performs two lowering passes
to generate imperative code. First, a contraction expres-
sion is translated into the indexed stream IR. At this level,
input data is represented by typed stream variables, and
contraction operations are implemented by stream con-
structors that build composite streams from simpler ones.
The indexed stream IR is then lowered to an imperative
loop nest that co-iterates over input data structures. This
step is simple and directly motivated by the evaluation
semantics of indexed streams from our formal model. The
key organizing principle of the compiler is the indexed
stream IR. Almost all of the hard work is done in the first step by library code that implements
indexed stream constructors.

Figure 2 depicts an example Etch program and the generated C code. To efficiently compute the
contraction of a three-way vector product, the output code simultaneously iterates across all three
sparse vectors in a fused loop. When a common index value is found between them (when ready is
true), the output is updated with the product of their current values. Then, the current maximum
index value is used to advance each of the iterators using their skip functions. Depending on
implementation details, this skip function may increment the state variable or use another method
such as binary search to quickly advance to the desired index.

L

S

T

Section 4

Section 4.4

Section 5

⟦−⟧

Section 5.3

Fig. 3. The structure of our correctness

proof, which proves that the indexed

streams (S) faithfully compute solutions

to contraction problems expressed in our

contraction language (L), by relating both

to simple functional semantics (T ).

To further demonstrate the utility of the indexed stream
semantics and to increase trust in its use, we formally
prove that it faithfully computes the solutions of contrac-
tion expressions, both on paper and using the Lean proof
assistant [Moura et al. 2015]. Figure 3 shows the struc-
ture of our correctness proof. The contraction language L
formalizes the set of contraction expressions, the arrow
L → T assigns a formal meaning to each expression,
and finally the map ! → ( interprets contraction lan-
guage expressions as indexed streams. The proof shows
that stream evaluation, ⟦−⟧, makes the diagram commute.
We describe indexed streams in Section 5.

4 CONTRACTION EXPRESSION LANGUAGE

We define a simple expression-oriented programming lan-
guage, L, for contraction expressions that compute sums,
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attribute 0 ∈ �
shape ( ∈ 2�

user-defined variable E ∈ +
variable typing context g : + → 2�

variable value context 2 : (E : + ) → �g (E) →  

attribute renaming d : ( → �

4 F E (variable)

| 4 + 4 | 4 · 4 (arithmetic)

| Σ04 (contraction)

| ⇑0 4 (expansion)

| named (4 ) (rename)

(a) Syntax of L

E ∈ + =⇒ E : g (E)

41, 42 : ( =⇒ 41 + 42 : (

41, 42 : ( =⇒ 41 · 42 : (

0 ∈ (, 4 : ( =⇒ (Σ04 ) : (( \ {0})

0 ∉ (, 4 : ( =⇒ (⇑0 4 ) : (( ∪ {0})

4 : ( =⇒ named (4 ) : d (( )

(b) Typing rules of L

⟦E⟧T2 = 2 (E)

⟦41 + 42⟧
T
2 = ⟦41⟧

T
2 + ⟦42⟧

T
2

⟦41 · 42⟧
T
2 = ⟦41⟧

T
2 · ⟦42⟧

T
2

⟦Σ04⟧
T
2 =

∑

8∈�0

⟦4⟧T2 (0 ↦→ 8 )

⟦⇑0 4⟧
T
2 = ⟦4⟧T2 ◦ c−0

⟦named (4 )⟧
T
2 (C ) = ⟦4⟧T2 (C ◦ d )

(c) Semantics of L

Fig. 4. The syntax, typing rules, and semantics of the language of contraction expressions L

products, and aggregates over objects such as relations and tensors (see Figure 4, whose notation
will be defined in this section). We define its denotational semantics in terms of functions defined
over tuples. This semantics is a variant of the algebra defined by Green et al., who show that it
is complete for relational algebra and matrix algebra. In Section 5, we introduce an alternative
stream-based semantics that can be used to efficiently compute with programmatic representations
of relations and tensors.

4.1 Language Syntax

Figure 4a shows the syntax of the expression language L and Figure 4b shows its types. The
language includes addition, multiplication, the contraction operator Σ0 and the expansion operator
⇑0 . The type system assigns a shape to each expression, which is a set of attributes. The contraction
operator Σ0 aggregates values across an attribute, while the expansion operator ⇑0 repeats a
value across an attribute. In the following subsections, we explain the ingredients needed for the
denotational semantics and make these statements precise.
Variables represent inputs to a contraction expression, but they play two roles. First, variables

model input data structures and, second, they can be bound to arbitrary user-defined functions. We
discuss these capabilities of our compiler in Section 7.

Example 4.1 (Matrix multiply). Suppose that G : {0, 1} and ~ : {1, 2} are two input variables that
represent matrices, where 0, 1, and 2 are the attributes of their shapes. The standard notion ofmatrix
product is represented by the contraction expression Σ1 (⇑2 G · ⇑0 ~). The ⇑(−) operation is used
to create two subexpressions with the same shape {0, 1, 2} that are combined using elementwise
product (·). The matrix product is computed by summing these products across the 1 attribute,
yielding a result expression that has shape {0, 2}.

4.2 Tuples and Schemas

A schema comprises all of the background type information needed to understand a contraction
expression. We use the named perspective on relational data [Hall et al. 1975] to represent arrays
and relations. In this perspective, a tuple is a map from its set of attributes to a set of values. Each
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attribute is a unique name. For example, the attributes “time stamp”, “url”, “content” might be used
by tuples storing web crawl data. We refer to the set of attributes on which a tuple is defined as its
shape. We allow each attribute 0 to be associated with a distinct set �0 of values, and we call this set
an index set. We summarize in the following definition:

Definition 4.2 (Schema). A schema consists of a finite set � called the attribute set and, for each
0 ∈ �, a totally ordered set �0 called the index set for 0. A subset ( ⊆ � is called a shape, and a
function C : (0 : () → �0 is a tuple. The set of all tuples of shape ( is denoted �( , which is equivalent
to the Cartesian product

∏

0∈( �0 . We refer to the universal set �� ≃
∏

0∈� �0 as the tuple space.

We give two schema examples:

Example 4.3. To represent crawled webpages, we record tuples with a URL, a timestamp, and
webpage content. Thus, the attribute set is �crawl = {url, ts, content} and �url = (set of strings), �ts =
N, and �content = (set of strings). The tuple space is (strings × N × strings) ≃ ��crawl

.

Example 4.4 (A genericmatrix). Supposewe have two vector spaceswith bases �0 ≔ {01, 02, . . . 0<}
and �1 ≔ {11, 12, . . . , 1=}. A linear operator between them can be written as a matrix with one entry
for each pair of basis vectors. That is, a matrix assigns a number to each tuple {0 ↦→ 08 , 1 ↦→ 1 9 }.

4.3  -Relations

Our semantics uses a well-known functional representation for tensors and relations based on
the positive algebra [Green et al. 2007]. The representation generalizes two commonly made
observations:

• a relation is an indicator function on a Cartesian product of sets (a set of tuples);
• a multi-dimensional array (tensor) is a map from coordinate tuples to numeric values.

For example, a subset of the tuple set �( can be encoded using a function 5 : �( → {0, 1}, where
5 (C) = 1 means C belongs to the subset. Such a function is a relation (no data is associated with a
tuple besides its presence). On the other hand, a multiset or bag is a function �( → N: here, 5 (C)
records the number of times C belongs to the multiset. More generally, a function �( →  , for some
set of numbers  , is commonly called a tensor or multi-dimensional array. Generalizing from these
examples, we restrict our attention to functions whose values come from a semiring.

Definition 4.5 (Semirings). A semiring is a set  equipped with additive and multiplicative struc-
tures (+, 0) and (·, 1) that satisfy the axioms of a commutative monoid and a monoid, respectively.
They must also satisfy the distributive law G (~ +I) = G~ +GI, (G +~)I = GI +~I and the absorption
law 0 · G = G · 0 = 0 for all G,~, I ∈  .

Each of the semiring axioms is relevant to our problem domain: zero is used as the default
value for tuples that are missing from a sparse object; multiplication satisfying 0 · G = 0 is useful
to combine values while avoiding unnecessary work and preserving sparsity; addition is used
to represent aggregation; and the distributive law enables factoring optimizations that perform
contractions before products [Aji and McEliece 2000].
To distinguish them from ordinary functions, we refer to functions of the form �( →  as

 -relations. For intuition, they are essentially functions with keyword parameters, and elements of
�( are keyword argument tuples.

Definition 4.6 ( -relation). Given a schema�, semiring  , and shape ( ⊆ �, a  -relation of shape
( is a function 5 : �( →  . The support of 5 is the set {C ∈ �( | 5 (C) ≠ 0}. Informally, a  -relation is
sparse if its support is small compared to the cardinality of �( (which may be infinite). We allow
 -relations with infinite support.
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" ⊙ # ⇝ " · #

("# )8: ⇝ Σ 9 (⇑: " · ⇑8 # )

" + # ⇝ " + #

broadcast8 (E) ⇝ ⇑8 E

Fig. 5. Translating matrix algebra into L.

"(1 ⊲⊳ #(2 ⇝ (⇑(2\(1 " ) · (⇑(1\(2 # )

"(1 ⊲⊳? #(2 ⇝ ⇑" · ⇑# · ⇑?

" ∪ # ⇝ " + #

f? (" ) ⇝ ? ·"

c( (" ) ⇝ Σ�\("

Fig. 6. Translating relational algebra into L.

4.4 Language Semantics

The semantics in Figure 4c maps a contraction expression to a  -relation. It is an adaptation of the
positive algebra described by Green et al. to become a model of L :

Definition 4.7 ( -relation Algebra T ). Given a schema � and semiring  , the  -relation algebra,
T , consists of the sets T( ≔ �( →  of  -relations for all ( ⊆ �. The function ⟦−⟧T

2 maps a
contraction expression of shape ( to an element of T( .

The definition of ⟦−⟧T
2 uses several standard operations on  -relations:

pointwise operations: Given two  -relations 5 , 6 : �( →  of the same shape, any binary
operation on  can be applied pointwise. For example, we can define (5 ·6) (C) ≔ 5 (C) ·6(C).

projection: Given two shapes ( ′ ⊆ ( , the projection operator turns a tuple C of shape (
into one of shape ( ′ by simply restricting the domain: for all 0 ∈ ( ′, (c( ′ (C)) (0) ≔ C (0). A
special case is c−0 , where (

′
= ( \ {0}.

partial application: Given a  -relation 5 : �( →  , attribute 0 ∈ ( , and element 8 ∈ �0 , the
partial application of 5 on 8 , written 5 (0 ↦→ 8), is a  -relation of shape ( \ {0}. It is defined
by5 (0 ↦→ 8) (C) ≔ 5 ({0 ↦→ 8} ∪ C) for all C ∈ �(\{0} .

rename: Given ( ⊆ �, 5 : �( →  , and an inclusion d : ( → � satisfying �d (B ) = �B , the
rename operation is named (5 ) (C) ≔ 5 (C ◦ d) : �d (( ) →  . This operation does not change
the content of 5 , only its shape.

The summation rule is well-defined only if ⟦4⟧T
2 has finite support. We allow input  -relations

with infinite support, but only when they are multiplied by a  -relation with finite support.
In Figure 5 and Figure 6, we give a translation of some core expressions from tensor algebra and

relational algebra into L. Note that in every operation involving ⇑, the set of attributes to expand
over can be inferred from the argument shapes and can be omitted.

5 INDEXED STREAMS

In this section we introduce automata that efficiently compute  -relations. These automata, which
we call indexed streams, can be composed using the operations in the language L described in
Section 4. The automata can also be composed hierarchically, and we use stream-valued streams to
compute  -relations with more than one attribute. Although the components of an indexed stream
are simple, they are sufficient to model the iteration patterns of practical sparse data structures as
well as more complex behavior that results from composing them.

Streams model the traversal of a sequence of values associated with indices. We assume indices
are totally ordered. They may pass through one or more internal states where they are not ready
before producing a value. An indexed stream comes equipped with a skip function that advances
its state according to a given index value.

Definition 5.1 (Indexed Streams). Formally, given a schema with attribute set �, 0 ∈ �, and a
set ', an indexed stream of type 0 →B ' is a tuple (f, @0, index, value, ready, skip), where f is its
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internal state space and @0 ∈ f its current state. The remaining components are functions with the
following types and intuitive names:

index : f → �0,

value : f → ',

ready : f → {0, 1},

skip : f → (�0 × {0, 1}) → f.

When clear from context, we normally refer to an indexed stream and its current state using the
same symbol; we use lower-case @, A, B, G,~, I for streams.

The components of an indexed stream have a conventional interpretation and several additional
properties that they must satisfy in order for the stream to be well-formed. In this section, we will
motivate these properties intuitively by way of examples. The full formal details are available in
Section 6 and the Lean formalization.

The functions index, value, ready mark a given state with an index, value, and readiness, respec-
tively. When ready(@) = 0 (representing false), the current value is ignored.
The function skip advances the state of the stream. Skip is used to efficiently advance a stream

based on the current index of itself or another. Its role is explained when stream multiplication is
introduced in the next subsection. At all states, index gives a lower-bound on the index of the next
ready state. For the rest of the section, we assume that all of the streams we consider are monotone;
that is, we assume index(@) ≤ index(skip(@, (8, A ))) for all @, 8, A .

Example 5.2 (Dense and Sparse Vectors). Suppose we have an indexing set �0 = {81, 82, . . . , 8=} of
size =. A dense vector over this set may be stored using a single array of length = containing values,
one per index. A sparse vector may be stored as two separate arrays of the same length len: an
array vals consisting of only the nonzero values, and a sorted array inds consisting of the strictly
increasing sequence of indices corresponding to those values. We represent these using streams as
follows:

dense(vals) ≔ sparse(inds, vals) ≔
f = N

@0 = 1

index(@) = 8@

value(@) = vals[@ ]

ready(@) = @ ≤ =

skip(@, (8: , A ) ) = max(@, : + A )

f = N

@0 = 1

index(@) = inds[@ ]

value(@) = vals[@ ]

ready(@) = @ ≤ len

skip(@, (8: , A ) ) = argmin@′≥@ (8: + A ≤ inds[@′ ] )

Notice that in either case, when skip is passed the current value of index(@) and ready(@), it
returns the immediately following state or stays put when ready(@) = 0, which is true when the
stream has iterated past all of its values. This immediate successor transition function is important
for all streams:

Definition 5.3 (X). For a stream (f, @0, index, value, ready, skip), define the immediate sucessor
function (Figure 7) as:

X (@) ≔ skip(@, (index(@), ready(@))).

5.1 Contraction Operators for Streams

In this section, we show how to implement the contraction operators from L (addition, multiplica-
tion, contraction, and expansion) on indexed streams.
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@1 @2 @3X X

81 82

E1 E2

X . . .

Fig. 7. A depiction of three successive states

(@1, @2, @3 ∈ f) of a stream and the associ-

ated emi�ed indices (81, 82 ∈ � ) and values

(E1, E2 ∈ '). The stream is not ready in state

@2 and thus does not emit a value.

5.1.1 Multiplication. The notion of indexed stream al-
lows us to give a universal definition of multiplication
that produces efficient computational behavior for the
streams arising from sparse tensor algebra and relational
algebra.
Since we assume that G · 0 = 0 · G = 0, our operator

performs the essential intersection optimization: it does
not produce output at a given state unless both input
streams are non-zero for the index value of that state.

Definition 5.4. Given streams G,~ : 0 →B ' and a
product operation (·) : ' × ' → ', the product stream
(G · ~) : 0 →B ' is defined by

f (G · ~) = fG × f~

index(G, ~) = max(index(G ), index(~) )

value(G, ~) = value(G ) · value(~)

ready(G, ~) = ready(G ) ∧ ready(~) ∧ index(G ) = index(~)

skip( (G, ~), 8 ) = (skip(G, 8 ), skip(~, 8 ) ) (∀8 ∈ �0 × {0, 1})

The key observation used in the definition is that a product cannot be ready unless the inputs
are both ready and agree on the index. Since we assume monotonically increasing indices, the
maximum of index(0), index(1) is a lower bound for the next ready state. Notice that the successor
function (Definition 5.3) for this stream simply calls skip on each of its component states, but the
index it passes them is the max of the two current indices. Thus, when multiply is used to combine
two or more streams, the resulting stream implicitly combines information from all of them to
direct their subsequent states.

Example 5.5 (G · ~ · I). Consider the running example of a three-way sparse vector multiplication
(Figure 2). Suppose our streams are defined as G ≔ sparse(8G , EG ), ~ ≔ sparse(8~, E~), and
I ≔ sparse(8I, EI) of type 0 →B  (see Example 5.2). We can unfold the multiply and sparse
definitions and simplify to obtain the following stream definition for G · ~ · I:

f (G · ~ · I ) = N × N × N

index(G, ~, I ) = max(8G [G ], 8~ [~ ], 8I [I ] )

value(G, ~, I ) = EG [G ] · E~ [~ ] · EI [I ]

ready(G, ~, I ) = G < lenG ∧ ~ < len~ ∧ I < lenI ∧ 8G [G ] = 8~ [~ ] = 8I [I ]

skip( (G, ~, I ), 8 ) = (skip(G, 8 ), skip(~, 8 ), skip(I, 8 ) )

We define binary addition on streams using the same state space and skip function but using
min in the index calculation. The full definition is given in the Lean formalization.

5.1.2 Contraction. The contraction operator Σ0 must produce a stream Σ0@ that sums up all the
values produced by a stream @. It does this with a small change to the stream’s definition: it forgets
the index associated with each value.

More precisely, suppose ' is a set with addition. Given @ = (f, @, index, value, ready, skip) : 0 →B

', the stream (Σ0 @) : ∗ →B ' is defined by

(f = f, index(@) = ∗, value = value, ready = ready, skip(@, (∗, A )) = skip(@, (index(@), A ))).

Note that the resulting stream is defined over a special indexing set �∗ ≔ {∗} that corresponds to a
dummy attribute also denoted ∗. This stream is essentially identical to @ except that its index is ∗ at
all states. We explain how this implements summation in Section 5.3.
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Fig. 8. A sparse matrix and corresponding nested indexed stream representing it. The dashed arrow

connects a state to its value. States without a value are not ready.

5.1.3 Expansion. Expansion repeats a single value at all of its states. In practice, it does not
necessitate copying or recomputing the value; it may simply store a value and make it available
repeatedly.
In particular, ⇑0 is defined so long as �0 has a minimal element 80 and a successor function

8 + 1 ∈ �0 for all 8 ∈ �0 . Given a value E ∈ ', the expanded stream (⇑0 E) : 0 →B ' is defined by

(f = �0, @0 = 80, index(8) = 8, value(8) = E, ready(8) = 1, skip(8, (8′, A )) = 8′ + A ).

That is, the stream is always ready, always returns the value E , and iterates across the indices of �0 .

5.2 Nested Streams

So far we have only discussed streams with a single attribute. To achieve the performance goals we
set out, we choose to represent  -relations with multiple attributes using nested indexed streams.
As an example, Figure 8 depicts a nested stream representing a sparse matrix. The stream has

type 0 →B 1 →B N. The outer stream is depicted by the series of transitions going down the
figure. Each row is represented by a stream of type 1 →B N running from left to right. For example,
value(@3) is the stream with two states {@31, @35 }. Note that there is no state for the entirely zero
row; it is completely omitted from iteration at the outer level. We assume that each stream has a
terminal state (shown at the margins) where ready = 0.

In this subsection, we will describe how the stream operations extend naturally to nested streams
and then characterize a subset of streams that are well-typed: their sequence of attributes has
no duplicates and accords with a global attribute ordering. We use these definitions to define the
stream algebra, consisting of well-typed streams S and the stream operations, which gives the
alternate semantics for the contraction expression language L.

Nested Stream Operations. The operations defined in the previous section generalize with no
difficulty to nested indexed streams. For example, since  has multiplication, the set of streams
with type 01 →B  has multiplication; thus the set 02 →B 01 →B  has multiplication, 03 →B

02 →B 01 →B  has multiplication, and so on.
We note that streams are functorial: if 5 : ' → ( , then there is a function (map 5 ) : (0 →B ') →

(0 →B () defined by composing 5 with the value function of the stream.

Example 5.6. Map allows us to apply an operator to each value of a stream. Suppose 0, 1 ∈ �
are attributes and @ : 0 →B  . On the one hand, ⇑1 @ : 1 →B 0 →B  , but on the other hand,
map (⇑1) @ : 0→B 1→B  . Map can be also iterated:

map2 (⇑2 ) (map (⇑1) @) : 0 →B 1 →B 2 →B  .
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⟦E⟧S2 = 2 (E) ⟦Σ04⟧
S
2 = map#(0,g (4 ) ) Σ0 ⟦4⟧S2

⟦41 + 42⟧
S
2 = ⟦41⟧

S
2 + ⟦42⟧

S
2 ⟦⇑0 4⟧

S
2 = map#(0,g (4 ) ) ⇑0 ⟦4⟧S2

⟦41 · 42⟧
S
2 = ⟦41⟧

S
2 · ⟦42⟧

S
2 ⟦named (4)⟧

S
2 = (⟦4⟧S2 : d (())

Fig. 9. The stream semantics L → S. The context 2 maps a variable of shape ( to a stream of shape ( .

The name operator changes the attribute labels of a stream (its type) without changing its behavior.

That is, map: 5 reaches past : layers of the stream type and composes 5 with the next value
function. In this way, we can use map to apply the (Σ, ⇑) operations to any level of a nested stream.

Stream Algebra. To compute a contraction expression using nested streams we must choose an
attribute ordering, and we must require that all input streams respect this ordering. In particular,
the stream types 0 →B 1 →B  and 1 →B 0 →B  are not equivalent even though the sets of
 -relations they represent are equivalent. A particular attribute ordering will enforce that all
subexpressions have the same ordering for attributes 0 and 1. This ensures that multiplication
(which requires matching types) can always be applied to any expressions.

In order to relate streams to contraction expressions and the denotational semantics, we first
define the shape of a stream. Recall that the shape of a -relation is the set of attributes over which it
is defined. In a similar way, the shape of a stream is the ordered sequence of attributes that appear in
its type, ignoring the dummy attribute (∗). For example, the stream type 0 →B 1 →B ∗ →B 0 →B  

has shape [0, 1, 0]. Formally:

Definition 5.7 (Valid Streams). The stream shape function g maps a stream type to a sequence of
attributes. It is defined inductively as follows:

g ( ) ≔ [] (the empty sequence),

g (∗ →B ) ) ≔ g () ),

g (0 →B ) ) ≔ 0 :: g () ).

For a stream @ : ) , define g (@) = g () ).
A valid stream is one where g (@) is a subsequence of �, the attribute set, as an ordered sequence.

That is, the ordering of attributes in the type of @ respects the attribute ordering, no attribute
appears more than once, and any number of occurrences of the dummy attribute may occur.

Definition 5.8 (Stream Algebra S). Suppose we have a semiring  , schema over attributes �, and
a total ordering of �. The stream algebra, S, consists of the sets S( of valid streams for all ( ⊆ �:

S( ≔ {@ | g (@) = (}.

Define #(0, () ≔ |{0′ ∈ ( | 0′ < 0}| to be the number of attributes in ( that come before 0 in the
ordering. Note that if g (@) = ( and 0 ∉ ( , : = #(0, () is the unique integer such that map: ⇑0 @ is
a valid stream: map is needed to insert 0 at the correct position within ( as an ordered sequence.
Similarly, if g (@) = ( and 0 ∈ ( , map#(0,( ) Σ0 @ is well-defined. With these operations and stream
multiplication, we can define the stream semantics of L (Figure 9).

Example 5.9 (Matrix multiply). Suppose the streams G : 0 →B 1 →B  and ~ : 1 →B 2 →B  

represent two matrices. Recall that their matrix product contraction expression is Σ1 (⇑2 G · ⇑0 ~).
Note that the two expanded subexpressions must have the same shape [0, 1, 2] in order for the
product to be well-typed. Since 1 is contracted, the stream type of the result expression is 0 →B

∗ →B 2 →  , while its shape is [0, 2].
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5.3 Stream Evaluation

In this final section on the stream semantics, we define the evaluation function ⟦−⟧ : S → T . This
makes formal the intuition we gave before, which is that the meaning of a stream is the sum of
its indexed values at each ready state. First we clarify the set over which we sum, then define the
sum itself. This requires some care because streams can be nested and can have dummy indices
corresponding to attributes that have been contracted.

Definition 5.10 (Finite Streams). A state A is reachable from @, written @ →∗ A , if A = X: (@), : ≥ 0.

A state A such that A = X (A ) is called terminal. If the set of states reachable from @ contains a
terminal state then it is necessarily finite, and we say that the stream @ is finite.

When ' is a semiring, there is a natural way of interpreting a pair (8, E) ∈ �0 × ' as a function of
type �0 → ': let 8 ↦→ E denote the singleton function

(8 ↦→ E) ( 9) =

{

E if 8 = 9 ,

0 otherwise.

Note that functions from �0 → ' themselves form a semiring under pointwise addition and
multiplication, so we can define the following recursive stream evaluation function.

Definition 5.11 (Stream Evaluation: ⟦−⟧). Suppose @ ∈ S( . There are two cases to consider for
the type of @:

• @ : 0 →B '. Then we define ⟦@⟧ =
∑

A : @→∗A (index(A ) ↦−→ ready(A ) · ⟦value(A )⟧).

• @ : ∗ →B '. Then we define ⟦@⟧ =
∑

A : @→∗A (ready(A ) · ⟦value(A )⟧).

As a base case, for E ∈ ' we define ⟦E⟧ = E .
If @ has shape ( , the resulting function is the curried form of a  -relation of shape ( .

Example 5.12 (Sparse Matrix). Recall Figure 8 depicting the nested stream @1. Its evaluation
is a function of type �0 → �1 → N, whose value we derive now. First note that the reachable
states that are ready for the outer stream are @1 and @3, so the value of the stream will be ⟦@1⟧ =

(01 ↦→⟦value(@1)⟧) + (03 ↦→ ⟦value(@3)⟧). The first row stream has value ⟦value(@1)⟧ = (12 ↦→
2) + (13 ↦→ 3), and similarly ⟦value(@3)⟧ = 11 ↦→ 1. Combining these expressions gives the result
of ⟦@1⟧, which is a function of type �0 → �1 → N or equivalently a  -relation of type �{0,1} → N.

5.4 Efficient Sparse Computation with Streams

The indexed stream definition can be thought of as an abstract data type specification. Any practical
data structure supporting stateful in-order iteration can implement the specification. The semantic
framework then enables composition with other data structures to compute arbitrarily complex
contraction expressions. In the next section, we will describe our compiler that implements this
framework. In the current section, we give one example frommatrix algebra and one from relational
algebra to further discuss how we approach the issues set out in Section 2.

5.4.1 Matrix A�ribute Ordering. Using the example of matrix multiplication, we will discuss how
the asymptotic complexity of evaluating a contraction expression using nested indexed streams
depends on the chosen attribute ordering. Two strategies for matrix multiplication are the inner-
product method and the linear combination of rows. For the inner product, we have two streams with
shapes G : [0, 2] and ~ : [1, 2]. The contracted index is 2 , the innermost one, and the contraction
expression is 41 = Σ2 (⇑1 G) · (⇑0 ~). Iteration proceeds across �0 × �1 , the output shape, and an
inner loop computes the inner-product of the corresponding row and column of G and ~ across �2 .
For linear combination of rows, we compute on the two streams G : [0, 1] and ~ : [1, 2]. The

expression is 42 = Σ1 (⇑2 G) · (⇑0 ~). This algorithm is called linear combination of rows because
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the second level of iteration, which traverses �1 , will simultaneously iterate across a particular row
of G and the rows of ~. This yields one row of output that is a linear combination of rows from ~.

In the case where each stream encodes a sparse matrix with = non-empty rows and : non-empty
values within a row, evaluating 41 will involve $ (=2:) transitions. On the other hand, 42 traverses
the rows of G , the intersection of : elements from each row with the rows of ~, and finally one
row of ~, which gives a bound of $ (=:2) assuming the intersection can be computed in time $ (:).
Sparse data structures can typically perform the intersection in $ (:) or $ (: log:), so the latter
algorithm is asymptotically faster when : ∈ > (=).

5.4.2 Worst Case Optimal Joins. Traditional pairwise join plans compute complex joins by merging
together two relations at a time. This is akin to unfused execution of a contraction expression. The
loop structure of a nested indexed stream, however, exactly mirrors the GenericJoin algorithm [Ngo
et al. 2014], an algorithm that solves for one attribute at a time. This approach discards attribute
values that cannot correspond to a solution by considering all relations that involve that attribute
at the same iteration level. This approach can have asymptotically superior performance on various
join queries. As long as the underlying data structures implement logarithmic or constant time
access to a given index and its value, our multiplication operation implements the correct multiway
intersection described in this prior work, and hence code generated from the contraction expression
meets the worst-case optimal performance bound on arbitrary queries.

6 INDEXED STREAM CORRECTNESS THEOREM

In this section, we give an overview of the proof that the stream operators, such as multiply (defined
in Section 5.1.1) and contraction (Section 5.1.2), are correctly defined. In particular, we want to
know that if we take the product of two streams using the stream multiplication operator and
evaluate the resulting stream (as formally specified in Section 5.3), the evaluation really is the
product of the evaluations of the two initial streams. Concretely,

Theorem 6.1. The function ⟦−⟧ : S → T is a homomorphism; that is, for all strictly monotonic
lawful streams (see Section 6.2) @, A ∈ S of the same shape:

⟦@ + A⟧ = ⟦@⟧ + ⟦A⟧

⟦@ · A⟧ = ⟦@⟧ · ⟦A⟧

⟦Σ0@⟧ =

∑

8∈�0

⟦@⟧(8)

⟦⇑0 @⟧(8) = ⟦@⟧

Or in other words, ⟦⟦4⟧S
2 ⟧ = ⟦4⟧T

2 for all 4 ∈ L. We formalize and prove this result [Kovach
et al. 2023] using the Lean theorem prover [Moura et al. 2015]. However, we give the relevant
definitions here and explain the intuition behind them.

6.1 Lawful Streams

When the skip function for a stream is called, it should not affect the evaluation of the stream at any
indices after the destination index.We formalize this condition as follows: whenever (8, A ) ∈ �×{0, 1}
and 9 ∈ � satisfies (8, A ) ≤ ( 9, 0) (using the lexicographic ordering on � × {0, 1}), skipping to (8, A )
does not affect the evaluation at 9 ; i.e., ⟦skip(@, (8, A ))⟧( 9) = ⟦@⟧( 9). When this condition is met, we
say that the stream is lawful. We formally verify that the skip functions of addition, multiplication,
contraction, etc. are lawful assuming the constituent streams are lawful.
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example (a b : ]1 ↠ ]2 ↠ R)

(j : ]2) : eval (
∑

8 (a * b)) () j =
∑

i in (eval a * eval b).support,

(eval a i j * eval b i j) :=

by rw Eval.contract′; simp

example (a b c d : ]1 ↠ ]2 ↠ ]3 ↠ R) :

eval (a * (b + c) * d) =

(eval a) * ((eval b) + (eval c)) * (eval d) :=

by simp

Fig. 10. Example proofs automatically synthesized by Lean. In each theorem statement, the LHS is the

evaluation of a series of combinators applied to streams, while the RHS consists of various operations on

finitely supported functions applied to the evaluations of streams. Notice that nested streams enable us to

use the same basic lemmas for vectors, matrices, and more generally, rank = tensors for any =

6.2 Strict Monotonicity

Recall that streams are monotone when index(@) ≤ index(skip(@, (8, A ))) for all @, 8, A . We say that
streams are strictly monotone when, in addition to being monotone, the stream moves to a state
with a strictly larger index when advanced from a ready state.

This requirement is necessary for multiplication because the multiplication combinator eagerly
emits a value and advances its constituent streams when their indices match. If a constituent
stream emits more than one value associated with the same index, this behavior is incorrect. We
formally prove in Lean that addition and multiplication preserve strict monotonicity, so that these
combinators may indeed be composed arbitrarily.

6.3 Lean Formalization

We formalize the correctness proofs of our stream model in the Lean theorem prover [Moura
et al. 2015]. In particular, we formally verify the soundness of multiplication, binary addition,
and contraction. The formal model of streams implemented in Lean closely follows the model
presented in this paper with only a few minor changes. First, evaluations of finite streams produce
finitely supported functions; this ensures that evaluation is always well-defined, even of contracted
streams. Moreover, the stream functions are allowed to be partial functions, defined only so long as
certain conditions are met. This enforces conditions that are implicitly assumed by the compiler;
for example, since calling value when ready is false may produce an out of bounds error, in the
verified model, value takes as a parameter a proof that ready is true.

Because these proofs are valid even in the nested case, and because lawful streams are closed
under the basic stream operations, we can easily produce proofs that the evaluations of complicated
expressions of streams are sound (see Figure 10). These verified proofs give confidence that the
underlying model is correct. Combining this with a verification of the compilation step, which
translates the streams to imperative code, would result in an end-to-end verified compiler. We leave
the verification of the compilation step to future work.

7 THE ETCH COMPILER

We implement a compiler for the contraction language that we call Etch1. Etch transforms con-
traction expressions from L into a C-like intermediate representation (IR) that can be compiled by
a standard C compiler. In Section 8, we show that the resulting programs match performance of
hand-written code for sparse matrix computations and relational queries. The core functionality
needed for these benchmarks is implemented in under 540 lines of Lean code.
We describe how the design of the compiler was directly derived from the stream model. We

encode indexed streams using concrete syntactic indexed streams where each component of an
indexed stream translates directly to a program fragment in our C-like IR. Together, these fragments
can be compiled into a single program that evaluates a corresponding indexed stream. Each

1Etch is available at https://github.com/kovach/etch/
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inductive P

| seq : P → P → P

| while : E Bool → P → P

| branch : E Bool → P → P → P

| skip : P -- no-op; unrelated to stream skip

| decl : Var α → E α → P

| store_var : Var α → E α → P

| store_mem : Var (N → α) → E N → E α → P

inductive E : Type → Type 1

| var : (v : Var α) → E α
| access : Var (N → α) → E N → E α
| call {α} (op : Op α) (args :

(i : Fin op.arity) → E (op.argTypes i)) : E α

Fig. 11. A simple imperative language P and expression

language E. An expression is a variable, array access,

or fully-applied function call.

structure Op (α : Type _) where

arity : N

argTypes : Fin arity → Type

spec : ((n : Fin arity) → argTypes n) → α
opName : String

def Op.add [Tagged α] [Add α] : Op α where

argTypes := ![α, α]

spec := λ a => a 0 + a 1

opName := tag_mk_fun α "add"

Fig. 12. The user-extensible type of custom opera-

tions, allowing users to embed external C definitions

within Etch programs. Below: the definition of add

in Etch’s library. Users can define custom operators

in the same way; add is unprivileged.

operation on streams translates naturally to an operation on syntactic streams. Additionally, we
have implemented a variety of primitive syntactic indexed streams that allow iteration over different
data structures, demonstrating that the system supports data structure abstraction.

7.1 Target Language

Our compiler generates code in a small imperative language that we call P, whose full definition is
given in Figure 11. This language supports while loops, if-statements, and assignments to local
variables and arrays. It maps directly to C code.

The expression language used within P is parametrized by an open set of user defined operations.
These allow users to extend the expression language of P with arbitrary C procedures. A user must
give an Op definition (Figure 12) that declares the external code and assigns it a type and functional
specification. Users are then free to use the operation within their contraction expressions. We use
this extension mechanism ourselves to implement all scalar operations needed to define indexed
streams, including the semiring operations and index comparisons needed for multiplication and
contraction.

7.2 Syntactic Indexed Streams

structure Stream

(] : Type _) (α : Type _) where

S : Type

value : S → α
skip0 : S → E ] → P

skip1 : S → E ] → P

ready : S → E Bool

index : S → E ]
valid : S → E Bool

init : Name → P × S

infixr:25 " →B " => Stream

Fig. 13. The fields index, value, ready, and

skip0/skip1 correspond to syntactic rep-

resentations of the stream functions. The

fields init and valid initialize and check

for termination.

In the same way that a general program is a syntactic
encoding of a computation, a syntactic indexed stream is a
syntactic encoding of an indexed stream. The key idea is
to replace each part of an indexed stream with a syntac-
tic equivalent (Figure 13). We discuss two challenges in
this section: (1) deriving this syntactic representation of
indexed streams, and (2) encoding the functions used in
our previous definitions of streams and stream operators
as operations on machine states.

Deriving Syntactic Indexed Streams. We model the run-
time state of a C program as consisting of a heap and a set
of local variables. We refer to the set of all possible con-
figurations of this state as ( . A syntactic indexed stream
encodes a stream with ( as its state space. We define a
semantic function run : P → ( → ( that translates a pro-
gram in P to a function ( → ( that transforms the initial memory state into the final state. Similarly,
we have a function eval : E U → ( → U which translates an U-typed expression and a machine
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def S.mul [HMul α β γ]

(a : ] →B α) (b : ] →B β) : (] →B γ) where

S := a.S × b.S

value p := a.value p.1 * b.value p.2

skip0 p i := a.skip0 p.1 i;; b.skip0 p.2 i

skip1 p i := a.skip1 p.1 i;; b.skip1 p.2 i

ready p := a.ready p.1 * b.ready p.2 *

(a.index p.1 == b.index p.2)

index p := .call .max

![a.index p.1, b.index p.2]

valid p := a.valid p.1 * b.valid p.2

init := seqInit a b

instance [HMul α β γ] :

HMul (] →B α) (] →B β) (] →B γ) := ⟨S.mul⟩

Fig. 14. Our implementation of multiplication for

stream IR objects. This definition generalizes to arbi-

trary nested streams via typeclass search. Compare

to the definition in Section 5.1.1.

instance base_var [Tagged α] [Add α] :

Compile (Var α) (E α) where

compile _ l r := l.store_var (E.var l + r)

instance step [Compile L R] :

Compile (lvl ] L) (] →B R) where

compile n l r :=

let (init, s) := r.init n

let (push, pos) := l.push (r.index s)

init;; P.while (r.valid s)

(.branch (r.ready s)

(push;; compile n pos (r.value s);;

r.skip1 s (r.index s))

(r.skip0 s (r.index s)))

Fig. 15. The core code generation functions. The base

case stores an expression into a variable. The induc-

tive case emits a loop to evaluate the outer stream.

Any nested streams are handled by the recursive call

to compile.

state to an U-typed value. Each component of the definition Stream is a simple translation of the
corresponding stream component. The run/eval functions allow us to formally relate components
of a syntactic indexed stream to the indexed stream it implements.
In order to slightly simplify the compilation function, we split skip : ( → � × {0, 1} → ( into

two functions skip0, skip1 : ( → � → ( corresponding to either value of {0, 1}. Because states
are no longer first class, we use init to produce the initial state and valid as a termination check.
The local variables used by a particular stream are passed to each field as the ( parameter; that is,
the ( component is a static representation of the state space of the stream.

Encoding Primitive Streams and Operators. Encoding the state of a sparse or dense indexed stream
(Example 5.2) is straightforward; we assume that streams fit in memory, so we simply need an
integer counter to track our position within the stream. In order to define the sparse vector, it is
necessary that our machine implementation of the indexing set � supports (≤, <) operations. For
the dense vector, we require the stronger condition that � is encodable as an integer since index
values are not explicitly stored but rather used to access locations in the value array.

Some streams can be implicitly represented. Instead of an in-memory representation, some or
all of their components are encoded as procedures. For example, the expansion operator does not
store multiple copies of its value in memory, but rather returns the constant value each time value
is invoked. We use this approach to encode user-defined functions and relations as streams.

The key stream composition operator is multiplication. Its definition on syntactic indexed streams
is given in Figure 14 and closely mirrors the earlier definition (Section 5.1.1) on indexed streams.
As a convenience, our compiler infers the needed replication operators whenever multiply is used.

7.3 Compilation

The core compilation function, compile out v, takes a destination out and a value v and returns code
that computes the value and accumulates it into the destination. We can summarize the intended
effect of compile by the following Hoare triple: {out ↦→ E} (compile out q) {out ↦→ E + ⟦@⟧}.
This compilation approach is inspired by destination passing style [Minamide 1998; Shaikhha

et al. 2017], a technique for generating imperative code that helps to avoid redundant allocation
and copying. The compile function requires that v is a syntactic indexed stream or, in the base case,
a scalar expression. The type of the destination must be compatible: if v is a scalar, it should be a
pointer to a scalar accumulator, or if v is a stream, it must implement a function that maps an index
expression to a sub-destination.
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-- unfold `eval`

    =   out += Σ (r : reachable q),

          index r ↦ (ready r) ⬝ eval (value r)

-- replace summation with imperative loop

    =   for r : reachable q

          out += index r ↦ (ready r) ⬝ eval (value r)

-- destination passing style

    =   for r : reachable q

          out (index r) += (ready r) ⬝ eval (value r)

-- replace boolean multiplication with `if`

    =   for r : reachable q

          if ready r

            out (index r) += eval (value r)

-- use `skip` to iterate through the reachable states

    =   r := q

        while valid r

          if ready r

            out (index r) += eval (value r)

          r := skip r (index r) (ready r)

-- replace call to `eval` semantics with recursive `compile`

    =   r := q

        while valid r

          if ready r

            compile (out (index r)) (value r)

          r := skip r (index r) (ready r)

compile out q

  =   out += eval q

  ...

  =   r := q

      while valid r

        if ready r

          compile (out (index r)) (value r)

        r := skip r (index r) (ready r)

Fig. 16. A simplified version of the code generation function Figure 15 is shown on the le�, along with an

equational derivation for it on the right.

The compilation function for indexed streams is shown in Figure 15, and a step-by-step intuitive
derivation for compile, starting from the stream evaluation definition, is given in Figure 16. This can
be understood as a code template for a while loop. The components of r, a syntactic indexed stream,
are spliced into the body of the loop where appropriate. Inside the ready check, compile is invoked
recursively with the current value of the stream and a sub-destination. As in Definition 5.11, there
is another almost identical case for contracted streams.
Contraction expressions in Etch are parametrized by the choice of scalars, global attribute

ordering, and data structure choices. As long as a semiring has a runtime representation and
implementations of (0, 1, +, ·), it can be used as the scalars for a contraction expression. Our
evaluation makes use of boolean, floating point, and (min, +) scalars.
In addition to a stream expression, compilation requires a global ordering of attributes. This

ordering controls the order of loops in the output loop nest. In our evaluation, a very simple
heuristic (putting primary keys first when possible) achieves strong performance.
Finally, users may provide their own data structures by implementing the syntactic stream

and destination interfaces. As demonstrated by Chou et al. [2018], many storage formats can be
decomposed by level. We provide a compositional implementation of the compressed and dense
level formats. Our sparse level can be traversed using either naïve iteration or binary search.
Additionally, our evaluation uses a hash table format for database query output.

8 EVALUATION

To demonstrate the practical usefulness of indexed streams as an operational model and an inter-
mediate representation, we (1) exhibit a mechanical proof that the stream semantics is correct and
(2) evaluate key performance properties of the Etch compiler.

Correctness. We prove the correctness of the indexed stream operations by a Lean-checked formal
proof that we describe in Section 6. The compositionality of indexed streams made correctness
properties easy to state and feasible to prove. We observe that the composition operators are rela-
tively easy to define and understand, while the lawfulness and monotonicity properties (Section 6)
are tricky but only need to be checked for individual streams. They provide a template for future
Etch programmers to check: if their new data structure implements skip and meets the necessary
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monotonicity properties, they can be sure that composing this data structure with pre-existing
nested streams will create no new problems.

Performance. Using the indexed stream IR, Etch is implemented in only 540 lines of Lean code ,
making it about two orders of magnitude smaller than the TACO compiler. It supports everything
that the original TACO system [Kjolstad et al. 2017] supported, and it additionally supports format
abstractions, iteration reordering [Kjolstad et al. 2019], and user-defined functions [Henry et al.
2021]. Moreover, Etch supports relational algebra.
Section 2 describes several challenges of efficient execution of contraction expressions that

indexed streams are designed to address. We evaluate how well indexed streams address the
following five efficiency goals using both formal and experimental results:

Fusion Indexed streamswere expressly designed to fuse arbitrary additive andmultiplicative
operations across data structures. Section 8.1 shows empirical evidence that the performance
of MTTKRP and other kernels match the asymptotic performance of the TACO compiler,
which generates fused code [Kjolstad et al. 2017]. The triangle join query in Section 8.2 shows
that Etch can achieve the worst-case optimal complexity where non-fused implementations
do not.

Hierarchical iteration Nested streams (Section 5.2) formalize hierarchical iteration. Most
subsequent experiments rely on hierarchical iteration. As an example, TPC-H Query 9
(Figure 19) skips rows whose names do not include the word “green” prior to performing
an expensive join. In the filtered SpMV in Figure 21, the filter cuts work on matrix rows
that do not satisfy the filter condition.

Control over iteration order Each indexed stream embodies a particular iteration order.
We describe in Section 5.4 how two different matrix multiplication stream orders produce
algorithms with distinct asymptotic complexities [Ahrens et al. 2022]. The ability to control
column order is also crucial for good performance in relational queries, and we show in
Section 8.2 that code generated by Etch is competitive with mature analytical database
software.

Data structures The indexed stream interface is consistent with a wide variety of data
structures. Our experiments in this section test both dense and compressed data structures.

Good code quality We demonstrate in this section that indexed streams can be compiled
to efficient code with no overhead coming from their high level of abstraction. Section 8.1
shows that Etch is competitive with TACO [Kjolstad et al. 2017] for tensor contractions.
Section 8.2 shows that Etch-generated code outperforms DuckDB [Raasveldt and Mühleisen
2019] and SQLite [Hipp 2020] on all the queries we test. These experiments are not intended
to show that the Etch compiler is better or worse than other systems (each with their own
unique capabilities), but to demonstrate that indexed streams can be compiled to efficient
code.

The following subsections provide the empirical evidence that we used to form the above
conclusions. We ran experiments on a Linux machine with an Intel i7-8700 processor with 16GB of
memory and swap disabled. The reported data were collected from at least 25 runs where we took
the average.

8.1 Sparse Tensor Algebra

The TACO compiler for sparse tensor algebra [Kjolstad et al. 2017] has been demonstrated to
compile sparse linear/tensor algebra expressions with comparable performance to hand-optimized
code in libraries such as Intel MKL [Intel. 2009] and SPLATT [Smith et al. 2015]. We compare
our performance to TACO on synthetic matrices with different percentages of sparsity. We use
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Fig. 17. Sparse tensor algebra expressions, with Etch in blue and TACO in stippled black. Depicts speedup

relative to TACO on a linear scale.

synthetic matrices instead of a dataset such as the SuiteSparse repository [Davis and Hu 2011],
as they let us sweep over different sparsity percentages to demonstrate that Etch can generate
algorithms with suitable asymptotic complexity.

Figure 17 plots the performance of sparse tensor algebra expressions generated by Etch (in solid
blue) as speedup normalized to TACO (stippled black). The expressions are taken from the original
TACO paper [Kjolstad et al. 2017]. MTTKRP is the matricized tensor times Khatri–Rao product,
inner is a matrix inner product, mmul is CSR matrix–matrix multiplication, and smul is DCSR
matrix–matrix multiplication. The logarithmic G-axis contains matrices of increasing sparsity. The
results show that Etch is within a factor of 0.75 to 1.2 of the runtime of TACO (lower is better),
on all cases except for sparse matrix addition and smul. For sparse matrix addition, the evaluation
demonstrates correct asymptotic behavior relative to TACO. Etch suffers from a 2–3× constant
factor difference in performance because TACO uses a more refined method for loop generation.
The smul expression is significantly faster than TACO due to our use of binary search in the skip
function. This gives an asymptotic improvement with respect to sparsity level.
Finally, we use Etch to generate code for both the inner product and linear combination of

rows matrix multiplication algorithms from Section 5.4. We run them on a 10 000 × 10 000 matrix
with 200 000 nonzeros and the asymptotic complexity advantage of the linear combination of rows
algorithm led it to be 40 times faster (9.77 s vs. 0.24 s).

8.2 Relational Algebra

We compare the performance of Etch on relational algebra expressions to DuckDB [Raasveldt and
Mühleisen 2019] and SQLite [Hipp 2020]. Both are efficient in-process SQL database engines: SQLite
is a traditional row-oriented DBMS while DuckDB is designed for online analytical processing
(OLAP). DuckDB implements an optimized vectorized query execution engine, while Etch compiles
queries to machine code. Kersten et al. [2018] found that vectorized and compiled query execution
methods perform similarly on a wide range of queries, so DuckDB is a reasonable baseline. See
Figure 18 for an overview of other differences between the three systems. The experiment is
designed to test two claims:

(1) the Etch compilation method can generate competitive query evaluation code without any
abstraction overhead, and

(2) we empirically meet the worst-case optimal asymptotic complexity for a nontrivial query.

In particular, we do not intend to evaluate Etch as a database management system. Production
database software has many additional design constraints, such as transaction processing, whereas
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in this experiment Etch uses static data structures optimized for analytics of data sets at rest. To
make the comparison more fair, we (a) restrict execution to a single thread, (b) load all data into
memory, (c) delete columns irrelevant to the query, (d) prepare queries before repeated execution,
and (e) add indices with the same column ordering as Etch. All these changes advantage SQLite,
changes (b)–(d) advantage DuckDB, and change (a) advantages Etch.
We evaluate three relational algebra queries: two queries in the standard TPC-H benchmark

suite [TPCH 2022] and a triangle cyclical query. We manually translate TPC-H queries 5 and 9
from SQL to contraction expressions. Q5 joins together seven distinct relations with 10 columns,
while Q9 joins six relations with 12 columns. When doing so, we choose the particular data formats
per table (dense vs. sparse columns) and a column ordering that is appropriate for the query. These
decisions are analogous to those made by a query optimizer in a DBMS. Additionally, Q9 requires a
timestamp-to-year conversion function not built into Etch, so we define a custom operator based on
gmtime_r(). Q9 also requires a substring matching function, which we encode as a boolean-valued
indexed stream. These extensions do not require modifications to the Etch compiler or library.

Figure 19 shows the relative performance on TPC-H queries 5 and 9. The size of the TPC-H data
set can be linearly scaled by a scaling factor (SF). Prior work [Boncz et al. 2014] has identified data
access locality and join performance as the bottlenecks of Q5 and Q9 respectively, two areas where
Etch’s data structures and fused join algorithms let it outperform the general-purpose databases.
Figure 19 shows that Etch exceeds the performance of SQLite by at least 24× and DuckDB by 1.6×
across a wide range of scales. We include a variant of DuckDB with foreign key constraints removed
to encourage the use of Hash Joins over Index Joins, which improves on its default performance.

The log–log plot in Figure 20 shows the systems’ performance on the triangle query
∑

0,1,2 '(0, 1) ·
( (1, 2) · ) (2, 0), a motivating example for multiway join methods. Ngo et al. [2014] proved that
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fused multiway joins can solve this family of query instances in Θ(=) time,2 the best possible, while
any pair-wise join method must iterate over an intermediate result of size Θ(=2). In Figure 20, we
empirically show that the fused indexed stream scales linearly while SQLite and DuckDB scale
quadratically.

8.3 Fused Tensor and Relational Algebra

In our final experiment, we demonstrate the benefits of fusing across tensor and relational operations.
We designed a small expression that combines a sparse matrix-vector multiplication with a relational
selection/filter on the vector entries. Such an expression could, for example, be used in a PageRank
computation [Page et al. 1999] where we want to leave out pages with a low score. Figure 21 shows
that the time to compute the filtered-vector SpMV goes to zero as the filter selectivity approaches
100%. This experiment demonstrates the benefit of fusing sparse linear and relational algebra.

9 RELATED WORK

This paper proposes a formal indexed stream operational semantics for contraction expressions, a
proof of its correctness, and a compiler. We discuss prior work on contractions, related DSL systems
and compilers, and work on stream languages.

Contraction Formulations. Sparse tensor algebra [Kjolstad et al. 2017], databases [Shaikhha et al.
2018], factorized and marginalized probability distributions [Abo Khamis et al. 2016; Aji and
McEliece 2000], weighted graphs [Mattson et al. 2013], and formal languages [Elliott 2019] can
all be represented as vectors or higher-order sparse tensors by choosing the underlying set of
scalars appropriately. Such representations are also conducive to algebraic restatements of many
algorithms [Abo Khamis et al. 2016]. Moreover, these restatements can enable application of
specialized fusion techniques such as worst-case optimal join methods [Ngo et al. 2018; Schleich
et al. 2019; Veldhuizen 2014] and factorization techniques that perform asymptotically better on
some queries. By introducing a flexible and composable abstract data type for such general sparse
computations, we hope to make these advanced algorithms more widely accessible across domains.

Compilers for Sparse Tensor Algebra. Recent work has showed how to compile [Bik et al. 2022;
Kjolstad et al. 2017; Tian et al. 2021] arbitrary sparse tensor algebra expressions to fused code
on sparse and dense data structures. Our work generalizes these compilers by also effectively
supporting relations. Chou et al. [2018] shows how to extend sparse tensor algebra compilers with
new sparse data structures and Henry et al. [2021] shows how to extend them with user-defined
functions. The indexed stream model provides a rigorous method to ensure that new data structures
and functions are valid without sacrificing performance. Finally, Kjolstad et al. [2019] introduce
compiler optimizations to reorder iteration and introduce temporaries, while Senanayake et al.
[2020] introduce tiling and parallelizing optimizations. Our indexed streams can express iteration
reordering and temporaries, but we leave tiling and parallelization as future work.

Execution Systems for Relational Algebra. Execution systems for relational algebra [Codd 1970]
used in database management systems have flourished since INGRES [Held et al. 1975] and System
R [Astrahan et al. 1976]. More recent work, such as the HyPer DBMS [Kemper and Neumann 2011],
shows the benefits of code generation through composing hand-written templates for different
types of algorithms. Several libraries also provide relational algebra support for data retrieval and
analysis, including SQLite [Hipp 2020] and Python pandas [McKinney 2010]. Recently, Aberger
et al. [2017] showed how to generate fused code for inner join expressions. Finally, researchers

2We evaluate on three copies of the relation {0} × [=] ∪ [=] × {0}, which has an output size of Θ(=) .
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have shown how to reduce dense tensor algebra to relational algebra [Aberger et al. 2018; Yuan
et al. 2021]. Our work can handle both dense and sparse tensor algebra and relational algebra.

Compilers for Array Programs. There is a large body of work on functional languages that model
dense arrays as functions, including Halide [Ragan-Kelley et al. 2012], Futhark [Henriksen et al.
2017], Lift [Steuwer et al. 2017]. These systems use pure functional representations to support
equational reasoning and optimization for array programs. Liu et al. [2022] express low-level
optimizations on dense array programs as verified source-to-source transformations of a high level
functional language. Shaikhha et al. [2022] exhibit a functional language for sparse tensors and
relations. Our system has several salient differences: we produce fused code automatically; we
provide a less restrictive data structure abstraction; we guarantee in-order iteration when desired,
which has positive performance consequences; and we mechanically verify our semantics.

Stream Programs and Stream Fusion. Stream-fusion [Coutts et al. 2007; Kiselyov et al. 2017],
one-dimensional stream-based programming models [Halbwachs et al. 1991; Thies et al. 2002], and
synchronous dataflow languages [Caspi and Pouzet 1995; Colaço et al. 2006] have been used in a
wide range of applications from embedded signal-processing to database query evaluation. Our
work describes higher-dimensional streams that are augmented with an increasing index value.
Indexed streams are related to hierarchical maps in the same way that standard streams are related
to lists, so they are composable in more general ways.

Nested Data Parallelism. Prior work on nested data parallelism [Blelloch 1992] has described
systems for extracting parallelism from computations on nested, irregular data structures. This
line of work has provided a language-based framework for reasoning formally about time com-
plexity [Blelloch and Greiner 1996], integration with Haskell [Chakravarty et al. 2007; Jones 2003],
and applications in teaching the design of parallel algorithms. This work has limited application
to problems involving simultaneous iteration of multiple sparse data structures with differing
structure, as is the case in relational processing and tensor algebra. In future work, we hope to
investigate similar reasoning tools and automatic parallelization for our work.

10 CONCLUSION

We introduced the indexed stream operational semantics for contraction expressions. Our model
hides details of fusion and sparse data structures beneath a high-level expression language. The
stream model has benefited from several iterations of design driven by our mechanical proof effort
and the desire to match existing high-performance systems. Our work towards formalization, first
on paper and then in Lean, revealed many conceptual issues and continually forced us to simplify
the model. As future work, we plan to build on the Lean formalization of our correctness theorem to
mechanically verify the Etch compiler, providing a stronger correctness guarantee and a modular
proof for others to extend. We also plan to design and verify a scheduling language for Etch.
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SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

The latest version of the Etch compiler is available at https://github.com/kovach/etch/. Benchmark-
ing code and formal proofs used for evaluation are available online [Kovach et al. 2023].
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